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Chapel SeriesPresents Professor
Harvard's Dean Miller

Lectures
On Anderson's Play

The second program in the Religion In Life series will
feature Dr. Samuel Miller, dean of the Harvard Divinity
On November 9, Professor College, will deliver a lecture on
School. He will speak at 7:30, November 8, in a Chapel ser- George
Quinby, Director of the "Maxwell Andersen, Playwright."
vice to be followed by an informal discussion and coffee hour Pickard Theatre at Bowdoin Prof. Quinby has a background
in theatre work, and has travin the Women's Union.
Dr. Miller is an outstanding
nationally-known theologian. He
has published several books, including 'The Great Realities"
and "The Life of the Soul."
Dean Miller will be speaking
on "The Image of Man" as presented in contemporary literature. He will rely on Franz Kafka's "The Castle," "Barrabas" by
Par Lagerkvist, which won the
Nobel Prize for Literature in
1950, and Albert Camus' 'The
Fall," which was a Nobel winner
in 1957.
This program should be of
special interest to students and
faculty who are interested in
contemporary literature.

Harper & Bros. Publishes
Tagliabue's Book 'Poems'

John Tagliabue, professor of
English at Bates College, will
have a collection of his poems
published on November 11 by
Harper & Brothers, New York
book publishers. Students will
soon be able to purchase this
book, entitled "Poems" at the
college bookstore.
Professor Tagliabue is at present on leave of absence from
Bates and is teaching English
literature at colleges in Tokyo,
Japan. He expects to return to
the Bates faculty in the fall of
1960.
Professor Tagliabue
Noted Critic Praises Work
The volume of poems contain
Commenting on his work,
work which has appeared in The Louis Untermeyer, noted critic
Quarterly Review of Literature, and editor, has written the pubFolio, The Virginia Quarterly lisher, "A truly remarkable book,
Boston Latin School has been Review, Poetry, and many other unlike any volume of poetry I've
read in years."
awarded the Bates College Presi- publications.
dent's Award for the academic
year 1958-59 for outstanding
scholarship, President Charles F.
Phillips has announced.
This award is given annually
to the secondary school whose top
three students at Bates attain
Discussion at the Stu-G Board human beings capable of making
highest combined general average during the year. The award meeting was largely concerned their own decisions. She emphathis year is based on a combined with hazing. Present were two of sized the need for a "big-sister"
quality point ratio of 3.444 by the advisors, Dr. Sydney W. relationship to help orient the
students of Boston Latin School.
Jackman and Dwight R. Walsh. freshmen to college life. This reWinning the award for their
school were George Pickering Several members of the sopho- lationship would be unlike our
'59, Gerald LaPierre '59, and Ed- more and junior classes also at- present system of "big-sisters,"
ward London '61.
tended.
in that it would be a more sponCites Second Place Winners
taneous
arrangement on the part
Catherine Marshall and Carol
Second Place went to Great
of
freshmen
and sophomores.
Petersen, sophomore representaNeck High School in Great Neck,
tives read
Emily Leadbetter '62 felt that
New York, through the efforts of j
excerpts from the hazRobert Gilman '60, Howard Kun- ing evaluation reports which hazing definitely interfered with
reuther '59, and Susan Ramer '62. were submitted by the dormitory the studies of both the freshmen
A tie was held for third place hazing chairmen. These reports and sophomores. She suggests
between Northboro, Massachu- stress the desire for more con- that there be no night hazing,
setts, and Wakefield, Massachustructive hazing, more organiza- except for the fire drill party,
setts. The top ranking students
from Northboro were Henry tion, and the removal of any the question period on Freshmen
Keigwin '59, Audrey Philcox '59 vengeful spirit. They suggest Rules, and Debibbing Night,
and Barbara Schoonmaker '61. that prior to Freshmen Rules, which has its value in bringing
From Wakefield were Janet dormitory discussions be held the freshmen into the group.
Spiers '59, Linda Swanson '60
with both the freshmen and Suggests Restrictions
and Brent Bonah '61.
sophomores regarding hazing atJean Ficken '62 agreed with
titudes. By and large, the re- the limitation of hazing to three
ports show that hazing had suc- nights, but further suggests that
ceeded in bringing the freshmen hazing be restricted to one week.
Saturday. November 7ih
into the college community.
"Juvenile and valueless as
RESERVE BOOKS may be
Expresses Views
such," Jackman regarded haztaken out for the weekend
Nancy Luther '62 expressed ing. He added that upperclassanytime from 10:30 a. m. on.
her
views on hazing and Fresh- men should approach freshmen
ADVANCE RESERVATION
man Rules by pointing out their on the college level. Jackman
may be made as usual benon-creativity. She believes haz- highly favors the honor system
ginning at 8:30 a.m. Saturday.
ing does not stress the inner de- and feels that the system should
THE LIBRARY WILL BE velopment of the individual; it be presented clearly to the freshOPEN THE USUAL SAT- does not help the individual man women upon their arrival.
URDAY AND SUNDAY ethically; and she suggests that Questions Means
freshmen must be treated as real | Walsh pointed out that the goal
HOURS.

Latin Receives
President's High
School Award

eled abroad both studying and
teaching. In 1955 he went to the
Mediterranean, and while there
studied both Greek and Roman
theatre. He was sent to Iran in
1957 on a Smith-Mundt Grant by
the State Department, and taught
about the theatre at Teheran University. In the summer of 1959
he taught in Afghanistan.
Discusses Winterset
The lecture will deal with Andersen and his importance in the
American theatre. More particularly, Prof. Quinby will discuss
Winterset, which he himself has
produced.
The following week, November
19, 20, and 21, the Robinson
Players will present Andersen's
Winterset in the Little Theatre.
Gretchen Rauch, Emily Dore, and
Nancy Stewart are the assistant
directors for this play, which
will be produced in concert
drama style.
Announces Cast
The cast of main characters
for the play is as follows: Trock,

Stu-G Begins Hazing Revisions;
Students Outline Views Of Rules

Library Notice

Peter Green; Garth, Channing
Wagg; Miriamne, Jane Damon:
Esdras, David Easton; Mjo, Philip Hylan; Lucia, Donald, Morton; Judge Gaunt, Robert Cornell; Radical, Donald LaCount;
and Shadow, Wesley Tiffany.
The purpose of having both
the lecture and the play is based
on the educational principle that
extracurricular activities should
tie in with the general cultural
values studied in the classroom.
The aim is to link the man, the
literature, and the production of
the play.
Discusses a Beckel
In connection with T. S'. Eliot's
Murder in the Cathedral to be
produced in the Chapel on
March 17, 18, and 19, Dr. Sydney W. Jackman, Professor of
History, will lecture on T. S.
Eliot and Thomas a Becket on
March 7. He will discuss the historical period of the churchstate conflict in England which
culminated in the murder of
Thomas a Becket.
On April 25, Miss Lavinia
Schaeffer, Director of the Robinson Players, will lecture on
Shakespeare at Stratford and
show her own colored slides. Her
lecture will be presented in relation to the full production of
a Shakespearean comedy to be
presented on May 5, 6, and 7.

seems to be to bring the freshmen into the college community.
But, he questions, "is not there
a better means to achieve this
goal than by hazing?"

Nov. 10 Marks
Club Night On
Bates Campus

Further discussion led to the
idea that living, studying, and
eating together should be sufficient for acquainting the freshmen with the upperclassmen.

Tuesday, November 10, will be
Club Night for ten of the college clubs. Meeting that evening
will be The Christian Service
Club under the directorship of
Dr. J. V. Miller; Der Deutsche
Verein, faculty advisor Prof. A.
Buschmann; The Gould Political
Affairs Club, advisor Dr. T. P.
Wright, Jr., president, Gerald
Zaltman; History Club under the
sponsorship of Dr. E. P. Muller,
club president, Barbara Hoehling; Jordan-Ramsdell Society,
advisor Dr. W. A. Lawrance,
president, Harold Larson; Le
Cercle Francais, advisor Prof. R.
Seward, president, Daphne
Scourtis; Sociology Club, advisor, Dr. P. P. Jonitis; Spofford
Club, advisor Prof. R. Seward;
and The Student Education Association, advisor, Dr. L. R. Cummins, president, Brenda Whittaker.

This was the first discussion
the Board has held with the advisors and non-Board members
on the values of hazing and the
revision of it. The discussion was
instrumental ' in presenting the
pros and cons of the system, and
it provided a basts for more
study. This preliminary stage
marks the beginning of a process in the revision of hazing.

CA Movie
The second of the CA
sponsored movies will be
held Saturday evening, November 7. Featured at this
time will be an adaptation of
Arthur Miller's "Death of a
Salesman." The movie will
be shown in the Filene Room
in Pettigrew Hall at 7 p.m.
and at 9 p. m. Admission will
be 25 cents per person.

Cite Language Objectives
The clubs seek to further interest in their respective fields.
The foreign language clubs
meet for the purpose of expressing ideas in these languages and
for increasing interest in the
two countries through knowledge
of their cultures.
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Stringfellow Returns As News In Brief NYU Prof Cites Problems
Of City Government
Featured Chapel Speaker
In the Chapel this morning *
students listened to Frank Wil- i
liam Stringfellow who graduated f
from Bates in 1949. Stringfellow
la now practicing law in a firm !
in Harlem in an attempt to arrive at justice for those in difficulty in that area.
Since his graduation in 1949,
Stringfellow has served on many
committees and has attended
conferences throughout the world
in connection with the World
Student Christian Federation. He
has been in the past an executive in the organization, a committee chairman in the United
States.
Serves As Delegate
In 1947 he traveled to Oslo,
Norway, as a delegate of the
Episcopal Church to the second
Frank W. Stringfellow
World Conference of Christian
Youth. In 1948-49 he was elected time instructor in Argumentation
chairman of the Political Com- and served as the director of Demission of the United States bate at Tufts University.
Christian Council.
Accepts Position
While serving in the army in
In 1956 he accepted his present
July 1952, Stringfellow obtained position as a counsel for an East
a leave in order to be a member Harlem Protestant Parish in
of a three-man delegation repre- what was then an experimental
senting the World Student Chris- program being undertaken by the
tian Federation at the General churches in legal work in a deAssembly of World University pressed area. In 1958 he became
Service at Genoble, France.
a consultant to the Diocese of
Attends Meeting
New York in the Department of
December 1952 found him in Christian Education for work in
Bombay, India, attending the the law school at Columbia UniWorld Conference of Christian versity and New York UniverStudents and participating in the sity.
triennial meeting of the General
In connection with his work in
Commission of World's Student the past, Stringfellow has pubChristian Federation in South lished several articles. Among
India.
these are a paper on his work in
Upon returning to civilian life, East Harlem. He also had pieces
Stringfellow entered Harvard in "Motive" and the "Student
Law School from which he ob- World Quarterly" which is pubtained his LL.B in 1956. While lished by the World Student
studying, he worked as a part- Christian Federation.

CA Names Solicitors
As WUS Campaign Begins
At their last meeting the CA
Cabinet discussed the WUS campaign which begins this week.
The solicitors for the men's side
of the campus were announced.

Calendar
Today
CA Vespers, 9:15-9:45 p.m.,
Chapel
Thursday. November 5
Dr. John C. Donovan, 2:00
p. m., Citizenship Lab
Friday, November 6
Music Room, 7:30-9:30 p.m.,
Women's Union
Saturday, November 7
CA Movies, 7 and 9 p. m., Filene Room
Sunday, November 8
Religion in Life Series, 7:30
p.m., Chapel
Music Room, 2-5 p. m., Women's Union
Monday, November 9
Robinson Players Lecture, 8
p. m., Chapel
Tuesday, November 10
Club Night, 7 and 8:30 p. m.
CA Bible Study, 4-5 p.m.

Chapel Schedule
Friday, November 6
John C. Donovan
Monday, November 9
Music — Marching Band
Tuesday, November II
Loy L. Long — from the American Bureau of Foreign Mission

Outing Club
Peter Achorn '61 led a largegroup of singers last Friday evening at another Songfest, sponsored by the Outing Club. Among
many of the favorites were the
traditional folksongs, nonsense
songs, and quiet ballads.
According to the Outing Club,
this was one of the most popular
songfests in recent years and
many requests were heard for
another similar event. Arrangements for the evening were made
by Carroll Goodlatte, with Professor and Mrs. Dwight R. Walsh
chaperoning.

Lindholm Attends Meeting
Milton Lindholm recently spent
three days in the Waldorf Astoria in New York City attending a
meeting of the College Entrance
Examination Board. This is an
annual meeting which was attended this year by over eight
hundred people, representing 285
colleges which comprise the College Board membership.
While in New York, Mr. Lindholm attended a one-day meeting of the College Scholarship
Service, a relatively new service
which acts as a clearing house for
scholarships.
Garnet Needs Creative Material
Are you creative? Can you
write poems, essays, short
stories, or any other provocative material? The GARNET, the literary magazine
at Bates College is now seeking material for its winter
publication. This literary
publication is designed to
foster and encourage good
student thinking and writing.
Special attention is given
to members of the freshman
class, and the GARNET editorial staff points out that
all submitted articles are
judged entirely objectively.
Interested student writers
are asked to submit their
typed manuscripts to any
member of the editorial staff
before December 1, 1959.
These members include the
following: Barbara Jones,
Rand, Peter Wood. J. B„
Pete Skelley, Smith South,
Welles Brandriff, Smith Mid(Continued on page four)

They are: Robert Lafortune '61,
Jon Prothero '60, and Paul Maier
'61 from Roger Williams Hall;
John Flemings '60, Edmund Wilson '62, and Frank Holz '60 from
John Bertram Hall; John Marino
'61 from John Bertram Ground;
Robin Scofield '62, Peter Nichols
For A
'62, and David Jellison '61 from
Kosher Style Meal
East Parker Hall; Graham
Thompson '62, Richard Ebert '60,
or Evening Snack
Alan Cate '61, and Stephen
IT'S
Poole '62 from West Parker;
GORDON'S
David Singer '61 and Rudolph
Smith '60, from Smith North;
Serving Bates Students
David Lougee '62 and Raymond
For 25 Years
DELIVERY SERVICE
Leibfried '60 from Smith South;
F. Channing Wagg '61 and
on orders of $2 or more
Welles Brandriff '61 from Smith
187 Main St.
Tel. 3-1031
Middle; Charles Meshako '60
from Chase Hall.
Collects Funds
Collection of the WUS funds on
the women's side will be done by
the dormitory representatives as- THURS.-SAT.—
sisted by Barbara Ann Tuttle '63 "THE REBEL SET"
from Cheney House; Carolyn GREGG PALMER
KATHLEEN CROWLEY
Sheehan '60 from Rand, Lorraine
EDWARD PLATT
Otto '62 and Paula Schmidt '63
JOHN LUPTON
from the New Dormitory.
"SPEED
CRAZY"
The Cabinet discussed the allcampus freshman handbook that RED HALSEY
YVONNE LIME
has been proposed to replace the
CHARLES WILCOX
individual ones that are at pres- SUN.-TUES.—
ent sent out by the major organ"GIANT
izations. Emphasis was placed on
the fact that the organizations FROM UNKNOWN"
could maintain their individuali- EDWARD KEMMER
SALLY FRAZER
ty under this new system because
BUDDY BAER
each group would be in charge
"SHE DEMONS"
of its own section. Brief descripIRISH McCALLA
(Continued on page four)
TODD GRIFFIN

Strand

Mrs. Rita W. Cooley, Associate
Professor of Government at New
York University, spoke to Citizenship Laboratory last Thursday afternoon, October 29, about
the problems and workings of the
New York City government.
The governing of this city, according to Prof. Cooley, might
be called "the battle of New.
York." The fact that New York
holds such a dominant position
in nearly all fields and is so immense might well explain this
statement.
Cites Physical Facts
Mrs. Cooley first spoke of the
physical facts with which the city
must cope. New York City, the
greatest seaport in the world
and the most expensive piece of
real estate (assessed at 25 billion
dollars), has approximately eight
million residents, three million
commuters every week day, embraces more than 319 square
miles, has a waterfront of approximately 650 miles, and even
has four million quarts of milk
a day delivered to its residents.
New York City has a multifaceted economic personality and
a very diversified population.
More than 3.5 million people are
employed in the city's manufacturing plants, which produce
nearly anything from garments
to dynamos. Seventy per cent of
the nation's advertising is concerned with Madison Avenue;
and, of course, Wall Street is the
financial capital of the nation.
Dutch Settle New York
Three dates in the history of
the city are especially important:
1653, 1898, and 1938. The first of
these is its date of settlement by
the Dutch. Consolidation of the
five boroughs that we know today took place in 1898. In 1938
its present charter was drawn
up.
New York City has a strong
mayor-council type of government. A controller is the financial officer who is in charge of
the fiscal affairs. The Board of
Estimates is composed of the
mayor, as chairman, the president of the city council, the con-

Ritz Theatre
Thurs., Nov. 5 to Tues., Nov. 10
inclusive

'Samson And Delilah'
Hedy Laxnarr
Victor Mature

"The Sad Horse"
David Ladd
Chill Wills
(Closed Wednesdays)

troller, and the borough presidents.
Needs More Harmony
There is a need for more harmony between the legislators of
New York City and the upstate
legislators, according to Mrs.
Cooley. Aid might come through
•the formation of some new type
of local federalism.
At the moment, three of New
York City's major problems are
concerned with education, juvenile delinquency, and housing.
These and other problems may
never be completely solved.
Nevertheless, as Mrs. Cooley
stated, "meeting life under odds"
is one of New York City's traditions.

New York Becomes
"Capital Of World"
In Friday Chapel, October 30,
Dr. James V. Miller introduced
PVofessor Rita W. Cooley of New
York University's government
department. Professor Cooley,
who has worked with the Citizenship Clearinghouse to interest students in political activities, spoke about the problems
facing the government of New
York City.
Stressing the immensity and
importance of the city's population, area, port, economic and
cultural activities, she remarked
that from a trading post incorporated in 1653, New York has
become the "greatest" city in the
world's history. She compared its
diversity of activity to that of a
"million-ring circus,"adding that,
"The presence of the United Nations in New York City has
made it the capital of the world."
To overcome the problems presented by its immensity and importance, the city government
must, she concluded, provide for
more services and more expenditures than any other city government in the world.

A Gift To
Your College
Can Result In A
Larger Income
For Your Family
Our Experienced Trust
Department will be glad
to work with you and
your attorney on the financial and trust aspects
of the educational gift
you have in mind.

EMPIRE
ONE WEEK. STARTS TODAY

??.- mum****

DN«^«SCOPE

COLOR by DC LUXE

STFBf OPMONIC SOUNO

Starring FABIAN
CAROL LYNLEY
STUART WHITMAN
DODIE STEVENS
Mat. 2
Eve. 6:30-8:30

Many a businessman is
discovering these days —
to his pleasant surprise
— that a gift to his Alma
Mater can bring definite
future tax advantages to
his wife and family.

DEPOSITORS
Trust Company
The Bank That Is Busy
Building Maine
Main Office: Augusta, Maine
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Council Urges Men
Weigh Holiday Issue
By ROBERT VILES, Secretary of Student Council
The meeting of the Men's Assembly on Thanksgiving recess, 1960, will be held Thursday, November 5 — tomorrow evening — at 9:30 p. m., in the Chapel. This meeting will
be the method by which the Stu-»
dent Council will convey the I utes in the revision of the daily
views of the men to the faculty. schedule.
The faculty took another step
It will attempt to accomplish
in
its continuing schedule changthree things: (1) explain the deing program October 22, when it
cision of the faculty to limit fuvoted these changes in future
ture Thanksgiving recesses to one calendars: (1) Thanksgiving Day
day in the overall context of the vacation reduced to one day with
other schedule changes made by double no-cut days before and
the faculty, (2) determine which after the holiday and (2) the
issues are important to the men academic year shortened one
in this matter, and (3) based on week by changing the time bethese important issues poll the tween the end of Christmas vacamen's views on the schedule tion and the beginning of the
changes and on other possible mid-year
examinations from
schedule revisions or the present three to two weeks, moving the !
schedule which could be substi- rest of the schedule and the date
tuted for it.
of college closing back one week.

ulty's decision and in favor of the
present schedule:
1. In preventing students from
going home for the holiday, the
faculty's decision runs counter to
the
American
tradition
of
Thanksgiving, to the long-standing
tradition of gatherings of
,
fan

Y.ly and,frlfnds' and *• *•
traditions of other events of the
Thanksgiving weekend.
2. The schedule changes take
away a break needed by students
after ten weeks of classes. It is
looked forward to especially by
freshmen as the only opportunity
to return home from the time
college opens to Christmas vacation. The break provides an opLack of attendance at the meet- Discuss Advantages
portunity for students to bring
ing will be considered by the
The change in Thanksgiving their studying up to date, to finStudent Council as either ap- vacation made by the faculty's ish term papers due before the
proval of or apathy toward the recent decision versus the exist- Christmas vacation, and to genfaculty's decision; it will un- ing schedule is the issue upon erally prepare for the academic
doubtedly be so considered by which the following arguments requirements of the two weeks
the faculty. Any interested man are made. Other proposals to ahead.
who cannot attend the meeting change the Thanksgiving recess,
3. In shortening the academic
should make his views known to such a one - day holiday with
a Student Council member in or- cutting permitted on the days be- year and in moving final examider that his vote can be counted. fore and after it, raise different nations back one week the operating seasons of the spring athThe following outline of the issues and correspondingly dif- letic teams are shortened one
historical and contemporary con- ferent arguments.
week, making heavier schedules
text of the faculty's decision and
The arguments in favor of the over a shorter period of time. If
of the arguments for and against faculty's* decisions"areT
I the weather is unfavorable, ath1
the change are presented in order
letic teams are likely to devote
l The first
that the men may be fully insemester academic | more time than before the change
formed on the subject and in or- Program will no longer be inter- to make up rained-out games and
der that they may ask questions, rupted except by Christmas vaca- ; matches dur
^ ^ ^^
raise issues, and express feelings !on'1 all°Awlnf greater, c,lass con- finals, thereby inadvertently real the Assembly meeting on the t'"" ^- At the present time pro- ducing academic progress and
basis of fact
i fess°rs feel that not only is the continuity in the classes from
; continuity of the instruction
! which squad members must be
Slu-C Discusses Background
broken by Thanksgiving recess , .
.
Bates last had a one - day but as soon as it is restored after
4. With both a strong ThanksThanksgiving vacation during the break it is again stopped, this
World War II when a Navy V-12 time by Christmas vacation. The £ivir,g tradition and with so
unit and its accompanying mili- short interval of two weeks al- many Bates students living in
tary rules were stationed here, lows little more than the contin- New England there is likely to be
a mass exodus from campus WedAfter the war the four - day uity restoration.
nesday afternoon preceding the
Thanksgiving holiday was re2. By increasing the academic one-day holiday and a mass restored, the faculty accepting a
student vote favoring it with the Jf* . three dayS4. (tW0 JTOm ] turn Thursday evening. Because
provision that students would in- Thanksgiving vacation and one I students wi„ try t0 get home and
vite to their homes those others "rom( *• Eas er refs) a" ">y back as quickly as possible, the
living too far from Bates to make ^gthening classes from fifty to chances of accidents on the highfifty-five minutes, the academic ways would be increased. Acaa trip home for four days temyear can be shortened one week demic continuity will not be as
porarily or financially feasible.
(five and a half days).
enhanced by the effects of the
During the past few years the
3. By limiting the Thanksgiving forty-hour liberty, as much as it
faculty has continued its trend
holiday to one day, the financial might seem to be increased by
toward making the schedule more
burden of parents whose sons and the act of shortening the Thankscompact by eliminating short vadaughters must travel long dis- giving vacation.
cations and holidays and in
tances between college and home
5. The expense problem of golengthening summer and Christfor the Thanksgiving recess and ing home for Thanksgiving is not
mas vacations. Three years ago
two weeks later for the Christ- as great as the faculty decision I
in solution to the problem of
mas vacation will be cut in half. would seen to indicate; local stu- j
many students being excused, -,
from the last few days of class With everyone_staying on campus dents can continue to entertain ]
for Thanksgiving, there will no those who do not wish to make!
in order to work before the holiJ„., - - . . . - ,
,1 longer be any burden on local the trip home for the four days.
day was formulated, the faculty
..
./"IT
students to provide hospitality
lengthened Christmas vacations
for those students living too far
so that there would be no necesSee our selection of
sity for excuse from class in or- away to go home during the four
Diamonds
and Gold Jewelry
day period.
der to work. Last year Easter vaWatches and Watch Bracelets
cation was shortened one day and Weigh Disadvantages
Birthstone Rings
classes were lengthened five minThe arguments against the facCostume Jewelry
China - Crystal
Silverware
ATTENTION, STUDENTS!
Convenient Clocks
$1.00 to
— MONIER'S TEXACO STATION —
Terms
Gifts
$2,000.00
Corner of Main and Russell Streets, offers these specials to you
(1)
LUBRICATION . . $1
(2) Oil and ALL other accessories 10% off

Holden Speaks In Chapel
Opening WUS Campaign
On November 2nd, Dr. John
Holden of the University of New
Hampshire spoke to the assembled juniors, sophomores and
freshmen concerning World University Service. This assembly
marked the opening of the annual W.U.S. drive on campus.
In speaking on the W.U.S.
program and its problems Dr.
Holden explained briefly its history, World University Service
being organized in 1920 to rescue
"Europe's disillusioned students"
after the war. At this time less
than twenty countries participated in the program. Now almost
forty years later, there are forty-two countries helping students
all over the world through World
University Service.
Explains 1960 Budget
Dr. Holden stated that the only
weapon that we can use to help
these students is money. "Only
money can meet the problems
which these students have to

face,"he stated.
He explained that the 1960
World University Service budget
is high because of the great
amount of need that exists in the
world today. This need has been
brought about by such conflicts
as Korea, Hungary, and now Algeria.
Dr. Holden then related W.U.S.
to his own travel experiences in
thirty-three different countries.
He stated that the one common
denominator, money, would help
them reach, through education,
the future leaders of our world.
Concern With Education
The problem of education
abroad is centered around such
factors as poverty, disease, and
despair. Money can help to combat these factors.
Dr. Holden showed the great
need of students from other nations by illustrative examples
from India, Laos, Siam, Burma,
and other nations.

LITTLE MAN ON,CAMPUS/,/*s^

'OI/ER HERE. HENRY,

IP

KNOW OUR.

&ov£ zoottcAKYPLME!"

BOSTON TEA STORE
Food Giits and Snacks
249 MAIN STREET

44 BATES STREET
LEWISTON

SELF-SERVICE
LAIJNDRY

LEW1STON

YOUR FAVORITE
in
Towle — Gorham — I.unl
Reed and Barton
International — Wallace
WATCH REPAIRING

"Come Clean'
<-i- WCSBt*

8 lbs. ... 60c

FOR THE BEST IN

GOOD THINGS
TO EAT

STERLING PATTERNS
50 Lisbon Street
Dial 4-5241

DeWITT
HOTEL
Nearest the College

Come to

JEWELER ' "

YE OLDE HOBBY SHOPPE

COOPER'S
Sabattus Street

83 Lisbon Street

Lewislon

DINING
ROOM

COCKTAIL
LOUNGE

Tel. 4-5491

^6
POUR
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Editorials

&MHtnittect

Time On Our Hands?
The revised holiday schedule for the 1960-61 school calendar
year promises to raise from many sources a great deal of furious arguments. The faculty has revised the calendar calling
for a one-day recess for Thanksgiving, and extending the
Christmas vacation to begin at an earlier date.
Let us first point out that Bates is an academic institution
for the prime purpose of education. Secondly, Thanksgiving
was basically established as a religious holiday, though now
it has certainly lost most of its true significance and value, as
have many of the other religious holidays.
With the large number of excused cuts immediately before
the Christmas vacation each year, the faculty felt rightly
justified, as they should have been, to extend the Christmas
vacation to eliminate these excused cuts, and at the same
time shorten Thanksgiving vacation by the same amount.
PROS
Since this decision was passed upon, many opinions pro and
con of the decision have arisen. Many students will find the
revised schedule a tremendous help when it comes time to
apply for Christmas jobs. Like other college students, they
will be able to use the extra money earned to help defray
college expenses. With only one day for Thanksgiving, many
students will be lifted from the burden of paying for bus
tickets for a long ride home and back. Students would be
served a special dinner that day to help satisfy any special
Thanksgiving longing and feelings. Faculty members welcome the revised schedule, inasmuch as the school period
would consist of one complete, uninterrupted block of three
months.
CONS
On the other hand, students, especially freshmen, welcome
the Thanksgiving break, for the period from September to
November is usually considered as the heaviest, slowest, and
most drawn out school period. For those whom Thanksgiving
does have meaning, a family tradition would be broken. The
extended Christmas vacation would greatly add to the breaking up of the first semester. Returning in January after such
a lengthy vacation, some would need to take time to refresh
their memories on what they had previously learned. For
some students who live close enough, a mad dash home Wednesday and a return trip the following evening would greatly
add to the hazards of highway travel.

Letter To The Editor

Clark '62 Upholds Rules;
'Snarls' At Hazing Letter

By PAUL POPISH '61
Writing this week's Committed
provides me with one of the
greatest pleasures I've had at
Bates. My regard for the Men's
October 29, 1959 are unique; you and your classStudent Council is finally akin to To the Editor:
mates are drawn into a class of
what they think my regard for
which no one else on campus can
I
assume
that
you
are
expectthem should be. To be able to
partake.
And how else will that
congratulate the Council has not ing a storm of letters concern- nice junior who sits behind you
ing
John
Lawton's
letter
pubbeen my forte in the past two
in Gov. 100 know who you are and
years, but I hope that all of you lished in the STUDENT of Oc- what dorm you're in without asktober
28.
These
letters
will
inrealize how important it is to me
ing leading questions? Bates men
now that the Council has begun clude disapproving snarls and ap- are bashful you know; one can
to emerge as representative of the proving huzzas. I am choosing to hardly blame them. If the aforeMen's Assembly. Having consist- snarl.
said junior approached a pretty
ently criticized the Council in the Attacks False Humility
freshman girl and asked for her
past should not mean, as so many
Jack, to begin with, should name and dorm, what will the
others may feel (including pres- know that his false humility may girl expect next except a bid for ■
ent Council members), that I be attacked. He doesn't exactly a date? And the poor guy hasn't
don't want to praise or that I will tell us that his ideas are "sub- even had time to check up on her!
do so only because it's the proper lime," but he certainly implies Yes, bibs are useful.
thing to do on occasion.
this. At least, if he decided his
They're useful for another reaideas
were
ridiculous he son, too. At Bates, we girls like
Slap Student's Face
At this point, the only group wouldn't have presented them to to be on our own where rules are
which is intelligently equipped be "guillotined by public approv- concerned. We don't want the
and prepared to present a strong al." Jack has shown himself on housemother standing in the
student viewpoint on calendar other occasions to be a deep door-way counting off seconds
changes for next year is the Stu- thinker and not inclined to be a and blinking lights every night.
dent Council. I say "student "crack-pot." Therefore we must So, we have what is generally
viewpoint" because it is only the assume that he considers his known as the Honor System.
Council which has enough of the ideas on hazing "sublime," if Laugh about it, ridicule it, it's
progressive spirit to gain the such an activity as hazing, which still there. And most of us are
attention and respect of the en- he neatly describes as being on inclined to have it remain so. It
tire student body over vital cam- the level of "high-school juve- isn't an easy task to face a bevy
niles," worthy of sublime ideas. of girls whom you hardly know
pus issues.
Jack admits he is basing his yet and to tell them that you've
The elimination of Thanksgiving vacation period (the substi- sublime ideas on no statistical broken a rule. But this is how
tution of one day of vacation for surveys, but on his own "real" Bates women have elected to
the previous four-day period) experiences and observations. govern themselves. The best inalong
with
other
calendar But Jack, what were you doing troduction to this method that I
changes made by the faculty have on the women's side of campus can see — because I've expericertainly been a slap in the face four years ago? Because — your enced it — is to report relatively
to the student. Whatever it was attacks concern freshman wo- minor bib-and-bow cases. If we
that prompted these changes men's rules above all else; unless learn to respect the small cases,
without letting the students know you have lived under freshman it is much easier to admit the
that change of great importance women's rules, how could you major cases.
to them was being considered, or have had "real" experiences with Cites Hazing Rules
without even having the propri- them?
I don't believe that Jack has hit
ety of announcing to the entire Defends Bibs-and-Bows
the right definition of hazing.
student body the fact that
Consider the "ludicrous" bibs- Hazing isn't an "art which the
changes had been made, might! and-bows which distinguish our Student
Government teaches
be excusable if someone involved freshman women. Why are they sophomore women." It is instead
in making the decisions would of- so ludicrous? What would you that period of time which is a
fer a few creditable reasons for suggest as a better way to learn means of learning to like and to
doing so. Otherwise, the whole | their names? Unless you've worn live with each other. The "spirit
situation begins to hint at the a bib, you've no idea of the ad- of the Honor System" has little to
arbitrary use of power.
vantages there are to it. For four do with actual hazing. And the
blessed weeks you can keep the "happily sleeping" (much more
Plea To Faculty
I feel that it is my responsibil- fronts of your blouses clean, you often they're happily giggling)
ity to offer pleas to both groups don't have to worry about jew- freshmen are waked a maximum
involved in the present turmoil. elry, and best of all, you make of twice a week (not "at least"
(Continued on page five)
First, will all of the men on this friends fast and furiously. You
campus please rally your strength
behind some type of decent leadership. As I said before, the only
leadership we can trust and reBy BARBARA MCMORRIS '61
spect is that of the Student CounSilence .. . the sound of a door being closed . . . and more silence,
cil. Attend the meetings of our
Defcaning
quiet: tense, terrifying, terribly embarrassing,
Assembly. My second plea is to
the faculty. Please don't treat the Finally broken by creaking of wooden pews, shuffling sounds,
student body in such a way that mumurings. Comic relief, at last; meaningless movements,
encourages them to think that hysterical laughter, nonsensical noises. Tension breathed out
you consider it inferior to any
other campus faction. Don't treat into cloud puffs in crisp, clear air.

STUDENT TAKES STAND
First, we would like to suggest that Thanksgiving vacation
be extended to one week, and that Christmas vacation be
shortened by an equal amount. We feel that by the time
Thanksgiving vacation arrives, students need a break. Second,
if the shortening of the Christmas vacation destroyed the
plans of those who need the work, why not begin the school
year earlier in the fall? With the ending of summer jobs and
the closing of family camps around Labor Day, there is no
reason why the school should begin its year on the last week
of September. Third, the school should make some consideration for the short time between mid-year examinations and
the beginning of the second semester. Instead of beginning the
second semester the Monday immediately following midyears, the faculty should take into consideration the break
which every student needs at that time and begin the second
semester the Friday following mid-years.
The STUDENT realizes the present schedule is inadequate,
but we also see that the revised schedule does not solve all
the problems sufficiently. We urge the faculty to reconsider
the problem and would like to emphasize to students that any either the Student Council or the
Race to the den . . . black coffee, cigarette. Wake up to
decision passed upon can by no means satisfy the desires of Student Government as lightly as jukebox beat, rhythm of den chatter, listen, but hear nothing;
you have been prone to treat
everyone.

Unasked, Unanswered

them in the past few years.
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tions would be included of the
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News In Brief
(Continued from page two)
die, Rosemary Cousins, Cheney, Harriet Schoenholz, New
Dorm, or Paul Steele, West
Parker. Manuscripts may also
be sent to Box 123, % Chat*
Hall.

talk, though you say nothing. College meals, hour exams, Cultch
quizzes, pinnings; football and Chase Hall and eight o'clock
classes. Spin faster, spin on the flat, one-groove platter, but
stay in the groove or you'll slide toward the spindle. (Better
to fly off the edge into nowhere.)
Underneath, hollowness echoes your noises and emptiness
buries an unsilenced silence. Will it stay buried there, unasked,
unanswered? Run from your graveyard ... run . . . silence will haunt
you .. . run. Don't stop to question . . . run . . . don't stop to listen ...
run.
Legs shaking, lungs aching, crawl to the surface; cling to
your disc with its one well-worn groove, and turn up the volume
to drown out the silence. Even the surface sounds (scratches and
static; ugly sounds made by a cheap, worn-out needle) are old
sounds ... weary sounds. Why should you listen? You've heard every
word of the lyric before. But turn up the volume to drown out the
silence.
Drown out the strange sounds that shriek in your silence.
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Letter To The Editor
(Continued from page four)
twice a week). We're not allowed
to haze spontaneously. And all
hazing is done in good fun. We
had the greatest parties this year!
Getting to know each other is
the best part of all. We grow
closer together on our be/oremidnight (a rule) jaunts. Have
you ever laughed and sung with
a group of friends in a warm
circle of light when the night
outside is black and cold? This
is what we do on that supreme
night, De-bibbing Night. You
males are among the unfortunate;
you neither know nor understand
the happiness and fellowship
brought by Bates traditions on
Haze Night. Please be careful
when you attack this night;
you're irritating a very tender
spot in the hearts of most of us
women when you ridicule it. Yes,
this wonderful time would be
meaningless, empty, without the
hectic haze activities preceding
it.
Urges Surrey
Perhaps you should take a
survey, Jack. We think you'll find
that the majority of freshman
women think hazing is great fun
and the schemes are almost always clever. No one was more
left out this year than two freshmen in my dorm whose room we
forgot to visit one night.
I nearly forgot to ask: is
"getting the hose" — which the
freshman men of South were introduced to one night — a constructive means of inviting "students into a community which
looks for mature growth"? I'm
not sure what else went on across
the Puddle, but we certainly
heard maniacal shrieking and
other weird noises nearly every
night. However, as I've had no
"real" experiences on that side
of the Puddle, I'll assume that
these were rational "collegiate
stunts."
Illustrates Advantages
Really, the argument against
non-coeducation rules was overemphasized. All these new guys
and gals, all this new freedom,
and the "insecure freshmen" (as
Jack calls them) are to be treated
with dignity and respect, and allowed to "Den" it all night every
night. I don't really believe that
the whole development of my
personality was warped by these
rules; all I can really remember
about them is that I got wonderful, blessed, now-unknown sleep
while I was on them. Freshman
rules are not merely the implication that this new crop of students is far too immature to
know enough to come in and
settle down; this is only a fringe
benefit. What they are really
for — and it works — is to help
the bewildered freshman establish his routine college life. I, for
o-o, would have been insulted if
my big sister had suggested that
I didn't know how to rule my
love-life and study habits at the
beginning of last year (the former would have been especially
up-etting since we are the same
age). It seemed more logical to
have a relatively good pattern
ready for us to follow, rather
than to have us establish our
own pattern by trial-and-error
experiments. The first few weeks
of college are too irredeemable
to lose in this way. We "insecure
freshmen" needed a guidepost in
this erratic new life last year;
I'm sure the freshmen this year
will feel the same way.
Freshman rules are not so prohibitive as to prevent "inner de-

What professor's policy on cuts?
"Gather ye nuggets while ye
may."
• • •
What would Christian Dior
have thought of the CORNEY STYLIES shower to the
Bates campus this week?
• • •
And how did you like the music exam, Sue?
• • •
What happened to the
usual "southern hospitality."
which has been so often displayed by certain "houses"
here-a-bouts?
• • •
There was a young student at
Bates,
Who cared not all all what he
ate.
He just ate and he ate,
And he ate and he ate
Until he had cleaned up his plate.
This noble young student at Bates
Soon wanted to know what he
ate.
So he opened his eye,
And what did he spy?
Naught but a pea on his plate.
Now our hungry young student
from Bates
Got tired of scraping his plate.
So what did he then
But down to the den
There's our broke noble student
at Bates.
• • •
The comment for the week
The Bookstore Came Through!
Have you noticed the perpetual grins on certain females lately?
• * *
Hey Sally — what's your opinion of Cornell men? Gullible or
what!
• • •
A "who-done-it" in Comcons! Who was firing the
STEEL missiles in the dining
hall on Sunday night?
• • *
Maybe you want to try out for
cheerleading, Dave? That was
quite a high performance last
Saturday.
• • •
Feel Tired?
If you're an adult of average
weight, here is what you accomplish in 24 hours:
Your heart beats 103,689 times.
Your blood travels 168,000,000
miles.
You breathe 23,040 times.
You Inhale 483 cubic feet of air.
You eat 3% pounds of food.
You drink 2.9 quarts of liquids.
You lose % pounds of waste.
You speak 4,800 words, including some unnecessary ones.
v
"u move 750 muscles.
Your nails grow .000046 inch.
Your hair grows .01714 inch.
You exercise 7,000,000 brain
cells.
... Do you feel tired?
velopment." They don't last long
enough, for one thing. And there
is always the choice, the freedom
of the Honor System: you do or
you do not report yourself. No
one cares whether or not you've
infringed a rule; probably no
one knows that you have. And
after Hazing is all over, you are
a real part of Bates; you have
a place in her traditions and in
her heart. Most important of all,
you are ready to think of what
you'll tell your "little sister"
about Bates next year.
Sincerely,
Marguerite Clark '62

Bates Professor Visits Desert
During Summer In Southwest
(Ed. note: Professor Robert
B. Wait, his wife, and family
spent the past summer
months on a National Science
Foundation grant studying
"The Ecology of the Deserts"
at Arizona State University,
Tempe. Arizona.)
By PROF. ROBERT B. WAIT
We were in confederate territory, south of the Mason-Dixon
line headed down the Skyline
Drive. The brochure had arrived
in December announcing a National Science Foundation Institute at Arizona State University
at Tempe on "Biology of the
Desert." Wading through the
snow and slush of the months of
February and March, the warmth
of the desert grew more appealing to us. In the latter part of
March the telegram arrived acknowledging us and our family as participants in the Institute.
The Skyline Drive is a natural
for travelers who want to camp.
Beautiful scenery and fine camp
grounds are plentiful the entire
length. The only difficulty we had
camping was through Arkansas
and the Texas Panhandle. We left
Lewiston on the eighth of June
and arrived in northern Arizona
at Flagstaff on the twentieth.
Here we stopped for the first time
at a motel to get cleaned up before registering at Tempe.
Children Become Agog
The morning of June 21 was
cool at Flagstaff. We left at 8 for
our 150 mile trip to Tempe. The
road ran down over the Mogoleon
mesa into the desert. As we went
down, the heat became more and
more noticeable. We felt depressed, hot, and irritable. Suddenly we were in the desert. All
irritations were forgotten as the
desert spread out before us. The
word desert brings to mind a picture of lifeless sand dunes and
mirages. Nothing is actually farther from the case on the southwestern deserts. These deserts
are a dynamic community of animals and plants, especially
adapted to a dry environment.
The children were agog over
seeing the plants about which we
had read and looked at. "Here is
the giant saguaro cactus. There
is a buzzard circling over a dead
animal. He has to be quick about
his meal because the ants will
beat him to it." We all noticed
how widely spaced the sparse
brush was. Recalling our reading,
the point was made that lack of
water and a type of root anti-
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Shown above is a typical desert scene in Southeastern Arizona
near the Chicahue Mountains. Dr. Carl Hallberg stands beside
a century plant.
biosis keep plants at a distance
from each other.
Heat Sucks Water From Bodies
Water is the most precious desert commodity. It must be
brought by irrigation from a distance. The soil is rich enough, all
it needs is water to make it
bloom. Rains, come infrequently
during the summer. At this time
of year the storms are violent
and sudden, resulting in great
runoff and consequent gullying
with wash formation. During the
winter, the rains are soft, and
penetrate the soil, even filling
reservoirs to be parcelled out in
irrigation ditches during the
summer months.
We approached Phoenix, the
capital of Arizona. Six miles on
the other side is Tempe, our
home for the next six weeks. The
thermometer registered 110 degrees Fahrenheit. It was a dry
heat causing little conscious perspiration, the water being literally sucked from our bodies. As
the natives say, "We had a seveninch rain in Phoenix once, seven
inches between drops!" Or there
is the man who tells the story
about his father driving up to a
store with his grandfather, the
proprietor remarking how much
it looked like rain, and the
grandfather answering, "I wish
it would rain for my boy's sake,
I've seen rain but my boy
hasn't."
Natives Live Indoors
We lived in Palo Verde Hall.
This hall, as all the buildings,
was air refrigerated. Air conditioning or air refrigeration is the
southwestern way of life, making
it liveable during the summer
months. The natives are not the
sun-browned desert rats one

would expect to find, but white
and pallid from life inside refrigerated houses.
The next morning we were indoctrinated on life on the desert:
wear a hat, always take drinking
water with you in the car, and
always look where you put your
hands and feet when in snake
country. Next, the first week's activities were described to us: lectures on the geography of Arizona by Dr. Renner, an airplane
ride over the Salt River irrigation system, a trip to the Desert
Botannical Gardens, two evening
lectures by Dr. Stahnke, and an
overnight trip to Organ Pipe National Monument. To many of
these affairs the wives and children were invited.
Take Interesting Side Trips
And so each week we were
given an active, interesting program. There were breaks in the
program for family side trips.
Once we went to Nogales, Mexico, and another time we took a
two - day trip to the Grand
Canyon.
The six weeks passed quickly.
It had been an exciting, rewarding experience. Our trip back began August 1. The time until
August 10 was spent visiting Zion
National Park, Bryce National
Park, and Great Salt Lake. By
August 17 we were back in
Lewiston.
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Muddy 0-0 Tie
Taylor '63 Cops
Football Contest;
Entries Resume
By ALAN WAYNE
On a weekend which saw the fanatical fraternity of bettors
take a beating due to odd national happenings, equally weird
things emerged from the rain-soaked, mud-splattered local
gridirons on the second straight miserable Saturday in the
great Pine Tree State. The slowly-improving Bates Bobcats,
who haven't played on a dry field since the Worcester game,
outplayed the slightly-favored Bowdoin Polar Bears, but
were unable to come up with the big play to cap two potential scoring drives, and avoid the 0-0 deadlock. However, of
even more importance to the local hordes, the surprising
Colby Mules defied the experts for the second consecutive
year as they stunned the University of Maine in the mud,
14-6 to clinch at least a tie for the State Series crown. The
Mules won the title last year after a similar and shocking
16-12 upset of Maine. Therefore, Saturday's rendezvous at
Waterville between Bates and Colby will be a replay of last
year's hectic contest. Again it will be a "must" win for Colby
and for various reasons, a very important engagement for
Coach Bob Hatch's outfit.
"UNDERDOG BATES COLLEGE," a phrase which has incidentally developed into a standard modifier regarding the
Garnet, will again have a chance to be the spoiler this weekend. The unexpected is certainly not without precedent in
Maine college football as has been the case throughout the
long, traditional rivalries. Two years ago the 'Cats roared into
Waterville needing only a tie to win the championship. They
blew a 19-6 halftime lead to fired-up Colby and finally lost
20-19. Last year with the roles reversed, the Hatchmen scored
two second half touchdowns to almost catch the Mules who
managed to prevail, 25-18. Several members of the present
Bates group
^ci.i.0
piajm in
ui those
wusc two
iwu ball
uaii games and
ana I'm
lm sure
5iuuF played
they remember not only the final scores, but the humiliation
last year of seeing the Garcelon goalposts sent crashing to
MIA
hv the
tV.Q jubilant
i..K;io«t rvoK,,
„nn*n~. As
A. for
<„„ the
*i precedent
S—i
the turf
turf by
Colby rooters.

angle, Coach Bob Hatch pointed out that in 1952, his first
year as head coach, Maine defeated the Garnet, 62-6. The following week Colby upset Maine and then a week later Colby,
favored to win by upwards of fifty points, was turned back
by the Bates eleven, 17-0 . . .
GRANTED THAT THERE have been stunning reversals of

By CHARLIE MESHAKO
Young Ronald Taylor may now
be recognized as a football intellect by virtue of his predictions
of last Saturday's State Series
football games.
Listens To Friends
When asked what method he
used to choose the scores, Taylor
said, "I heard some of the guys
talking and they said it was going to be close and I thought it
would be close so I wrote down
6-6 which I did." The Freshman
from John Bertram Hall offered
no comment in reference to his
Maine-Colby score which he had
Maine winning 16-14. Judges
based their decision on the respective point spreads of the
closest contestants.
The Hopedale, Massachusetts resident suggested a
noble deed in disposing of the
first prize money of five dollars. He chose to donate it
to the World University Service drive — another smart
choice by Taylor. It would
be pleasant if the campus
population responds to the
inspiration set by this young
Freshman's consideration.
Basketball Prospect
Taylor
and
*°J,U' was
•""" co-captain
vu-L-apiain ana
high scorer of his high school
basketball squad in addition to
niavino an
an important
;™™rta„t ™»*
playing
part J„
in «.«
the
success of his school's baseball
season.
The blond hair sports enthusiast hopes to continue his athletic
endeavors during his college days
a d
" ™™enily «« «» the process
of shedding some excess lard in
pursuit of a position on Coach
Chick Leahey's respected Jayvee basketball squad. The talent-

Late 'Cat Drive Stopped;
Play Of Davis Encouraging
The
Bears
crowd
urday.

By BILL DAVIS
underdog Bates Bobcats battled the Bowdoin Polar
to a scoreless deadlock before a soggy Homecoming
of 4,000 fans at Whittier Field in Brunswick, last SatThe game featured rugged line play on both sides

and the fine running of Fresh-•T
, , ,,
'
, „
the SeCOnd half
man Onart^rKant
Rill Davis.
TW.io
°Pened 3nd *«
man
Quarterback Bill
press box became crowded as
Bowdies Fail To Capitalize
various and sundry Bobcat rootThe first break of the game
ers tumbled in out of the rain
came early in the first period
with assorted goodies for those
when Polar Bear Co-Captain Joe
al ready present.
Carver recovered fullback Dick
Lapointe's fumble on the Garnet 'Cats Start To Move
The second half saw the Bob37 after the Cats had driven for
cats
dominate the action. Start2 first downs on the slashing
running of halfback Bill Lersch. ing from their own 20, the Cats
began to move as Davis rolled to
Electing to grind it out,
a first down on the 35, Lersch
quarterback George Enlin alskidded to the 44, and Davis
ternated Jack Cummings and
made it first and 10 again on the
Bob Kennedy for a first down
47.
to the 23. Cummings again
An intercepted pass momentarwas featured as the Polar
ily stopped the march, but BowBears battled to a first and
doin was unable to launch any
ten on the Bobcat 11. Here
attack as the Garnet line, led by
senior end Vin DiGangi,
All-State possibilities Jack Flynn
playing his finest collegiate
and
Dick Ellis buried the Bear
game, recovered Cummings'
runners in the mud. Both Flynn
fumble on the 4 yard line,
and Ellis along with quarterback
whereupon John Curtiss
Bill Davis played the entire
booted the Hatchman out of
game.
danger.
Davis Runs 53 Yds.
Field Goal Attempt Short
Starting from their own 10, the
The second period saw the
Bears get their second and last Cats sloshed to the 27 on the
scoring chance. Receiving a Cur- running of Lersch and Curtiss.
,;
,.
/-arnPt 41,
41 the
»hp
Here on a third on three
tiss
put, on the
Garnet
situation, came the most
Bowdies drove to the 17 where
,arflnpr.ss aattempted
»,omntoH HM goal
„„oi
electrifying play of the
r
uaraner
Gardner's
attempted field
neid goal
game.
Davis rolled out around
fell way short.
right end and behind a key
Neither team was able to
block by Captain Jim Wylie
mount a sustained attack for
scampered 53 yards to the
the remainder of the first
Bowdoin 20 yards line, behalf. Bobcat receivers were
fore being pulled down from
hampered by poor field conthe rear by end Bill Widmer.
ditions and were unable to
The Polar line then dug in and
hold the slippery pigskin in
held on their own 15 as the quara couple of key situations.
The rain was falling harder as ter ended.
The Bobcat line continued to
with a 12-6 Maine victory. The thwart the Polar Bear thrusts
second floor of Smith Middle with tackle Howie Vandersea and
came up with a couple smarts via veteran center Bill Hayes
Steve Browne and Neil MacKen- plugging
.
the holes well.
zie. Browne picked Colby to up- ! Bears Hold On 2 Yd. Line
set Maine 14-8 and MacKenzie,
Davis returned a Gardner punt
last week's contest winner was a to the Bowdoin 38. He then fired
possibility again
(Continued from page six)

form in the past, a few other items should be mentioned.
Bates, with its mediocre 1-4-1 record, has gradually come to
life in its last two ball games. Against Maine, the Bobcats
displayed on several occasions fine defensive work and facing "
.. J T
«I t
Bowdoin, the visitors produced their finest offensive effort of '* dc" Jofn ?herttr*m
?,°P."
the season in many respects despite not being able to score. JS "T° , *
* W°? J
Against a solid Bowdoin team in the mud, Bates ran and I fLT h™?' ?™es should
passed from the straight T, balanced and unbalanced ItaiJcfiiaZ
and employed flankers, spreads, a lonely end and men in I Baseba„ m-,na„pr Rf>nnlH
motion to pick up 200 yards overall. Quarterback Bill Davis < sp!cer was a close second as he
played the finest game of his young career - sharing the spot- Toll a 6-6 Ue but COUDS i?
light with Bill Lersch in the backfield while the defensive
play of the line, especially end Vin DiGangi, was quite
gratifying . . .
HOWEVER, OTHER IMPORTANT factors must be considered. Coach Chick Leahey, who scouted Colby last week,
commented that "their line makes the difference for them.
Fowler, Berman, Shea and others gave their quarterback
good protection — passing is their big weapon. Their ends,
Burke and Cavari, are always a threat and Cavari is also being used in the backfield and at safety occasionally. Their
backfield isn't outstanding, but adequtae. They don't have
any Cloutiers or Martins ..." Fullback Bob Nigro, who
wrecked Bates last year, was sidelined last week and whether
he will play is not known. Colby, while not as strong numerically (30 man roster) or offensively as last year, apparently
still has enough material to "get by" to put it mildly. They
have been getting a maximum effort out of all their players.
FOR BATES SENIORS Capt. Jim Wylie, Dick Barry, Vinny
DiGangi, Jack Flynn, Bill Hayes, Bob Muello, Jim Gallons
and Dick LaPointe, this will be their last game for Bates and
an opportune time to settle a few old scores with the upstarts
of Mayflower Hill. I'm not implying that Bates will win — but
rather that they have an excellent chance to pull an upset.
.Colby will be the favorite, naturally, while much weaker
Bates, like also-rans in all sports, will be in a postion to knock
off the "big winners." Late Saturday afternoon, the chant
"Next week, Bates!" was heard emanating from the noisy
Colby locker room. That Colby will be "up" for the game is
a foregone conclusion. Will Bates??? .. .
BOBCAT BANTER: Commenting on the game, Hatch said:
"I was very pleased with Quarterback Bill Davis, end Vinny
Digangi, back Bill Lersch, and the defensive work of the
line. The teams were evenly matched and sometimes a tie DIGANGI ON THE SPOT — Bates end Vince DiGangi (87) recovered a blocked Bobcat kick
in those weather conditions is the only solution. We have for a five-yard gain late in first period at Brunswick. Other players are John Curtiss
(Continued on page eight)
(BA-22), Arch Galloway (BA-56) and Don Prince (BO-43).
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SENIOR LETTERMEN. who will be playing their last game for Bates on Saturday, are (1. to r.) Bob Muello, reserve end; Bill Hayes, starting center;
Capt. Jim Wylie, starting end; Jack Flynn, first-string guard; and Jim Gallons, reserve guard. All five were members of the 1956 State Championship squad which upset the University of Maine, 19-13 in a memorable game at Orono.

Soccermen Defeated, 4-2; X- Countrymen Upset-Minded Bobcats In
Edged, 28-30 Finale At Mayflower Hill
Travel To Colby Saturday By
Polar Bears

slippery ball in a very tightly
officiated game which necessitated the use of very little body
contact.
With the status of soccer
at Bates still in an undecidstate, the booters have been
In 1957, the Garnets won 4-3
in overtime, and last year the
(Continued on page eight)
Polar Bears gained a 2-1 decision. This Saturday morning at
10:30, the Bobcat booters meet
Colby for a rematch at the MayRoger Bill and East Parker
flower Hill field.
clinched the championships of
Deuillet Ties Score
their respective leagues last week.
Bowdoin took the lead in the
Roger Bill defeated South 10-0
first period on George Glover's
for first place in the B-l league.
shot on a pass from right wing,
They wound up with a 3-0 slate.
John Clapp. Bates' George DeuilEast took the measure of the Offlet tied the count only moments
Campus boys to rack up a 3-0
later as he trapped Mike Macrecord and the championship of
Donald's pass and pounded it into
the nets. MacDonald and Deuil- the B-2 league.
let were both in their first start- J.B. On Top In "A"
J.B. had already clinched the
ing assignments of the year, as
the Batesmen started their "go- honors in the A league. Middle
go"line, comprised of Dave Jel- took second place in this league
lison and co-captain Fred Tur- with a 2-1 slate. They defeated
ner at the wings, freshman Lee the men from Roger Bill 12-6. At
Nute at center, and MacDonald this writing there is still one
game to be played. Off Campus
and Deuillet at the insides.
faces West Parker in a battle
Bowdoin Tallies Twice
The Bowdies gained their for second place in the B-2
winning margin in the second league.
quarter of the rain drenched Roger Bill Prevails
In the fight for first place begame. Foreign born Laszlo Dudas headed in a partially deflect- tween Roger Bill and South, the
ed shot to give the Brunswick big hard charging line of Roger
flock a 2-1 lead. With 6:30 re- Bill spelled the difference. South
maining in the period, Fullback could not get an attack rolling.
Dick Yerg was guilty of a charg- Paul Castalene finally connected
ing violation on Dudas in the' with Bud Spector on a long pass
penalty zone, and penalty shot for the touchdown. They iced the
specialist Paul Constantino tal- cake with two safeties to bring
lied to give the Polar Bears a 3-1 the final score up to 10-0.
halftime edge.
Today will start the first
Scoreless 3rd Period
round of the play-offs, with
Smith South facing East
The Bates defensive of Mines,
Yerg, Rushforth, Allen, Adams,
Parker. Tomorrow J.B. will
and Agnos staved off all Bowgo against Smith Middle for
doin scoring efforts in the third
the A-league play-off berth.
quarter, and the Bowdoin backBy next week the play-offs
field men did the same to the
will hare finished and the
Garnet line which circulated
championship game will be
Ralph Bixler, Al Doherty, and
played on Wednesday, NoMike Harati in with the "go-go"
vember 11.
unit.
Play-Off Schedule
B--beats Rally
ov. 4 co'.ith vs. East
5 J.B. vs. Middle
The sh<»rp passing and spirited
6 Roger Bill vs. Off Camrushes of the Bobcats threw a
DUS or West
scare into the tiring Bowdoin
9 Nov. 4 Winner vs. Nov.
contingent as stalward halfback
6 Winner
Dave Rushforth booted a penal11 "A" League Champs vs.
"B" League Champs
ty kick by goalie Eller to reduce
the margin to 3-2. However, the
Bears produced the clinching
tally with five minutes remaining
when Constantino registered his
second score of the morning by
tapping in a loose ball in a goal
mouth melee.
Art Agnos showed indications
of returning to topnotch form as
he made twenty-two saves of the

A tremendously - improved
Bates soccer team bowed to
Bowdoin by a 4-2 count Saturday in the third annual
Bowdoin Homecoming morning classic.

Intramurals

By REID JAMES
The Bates cross-country team
suffered a close and in some ways
unfortunate defeat at the hands
of a high-spirited Bowdoin team
Saturday, 28-30. Drizzle and rain
prevented careful scrutiny of the
flat, ditch-strewn flag marked
course, a factor which later
proved to be costly.
Bowdoin In Front
At the start Bowdoin grabbed
the lead with Rudy Smith, Pete
Schyler, Boston, Roger, Bates,
and Dewitt Randall right behind.
Reid James and Joel Young followed to compose the rest of the
Bates team. Shortly thereafter
Bates and Randall faded leaving
a large gap between the third
and fourth place Bobcat runners.
At the mile mark several Bowdoin runners began to fade,
Smith, Boston, and Schuyler still
holding a commanding position.
Having followed Youman
of Bowdoin through the most
complicated portion of the
course, the front Bates trio
then swept into the lead giving the Bobcats control of the
first three places. This position they held until making
a wrong turn going into the
final straight-away. Here
they found Youman ahead although he had in reality not
passed them.
Smith Passes Leader
In the mad scramble to the
finish only Smith was able to
catch the newly-appeared leader
with Schuyler and Boston coming in third and fourth respectively. Then followed what hurt
Bates the most — namely five
Bowdoin finishers before Bates'
fourth and fifth place finishers
James and Randall.
End Season With 2-3 Mark
This climaxed the season for
the Bobcats and leaves them now
in good shape to start training
for indoor track. Smith's finish
of first ended a season of successful distance running for the
Bates fleetfoot. In five meets he
was the individual winner of
three and the first Bates finisher
in four. The season record: 2
wins, 3 losses.
t

Bates will put the cap on another football season this Saturday when they travel to Waterville to meet the tough
Colby Mules. The Cats will be out to prevent the upstaters
from garnering their second successive State Series crown
as well as to provide a happy* were big factors last week

ending to what has been a rather
disappointing season thus far.
That Bates will be up for
this one there is little doubt,
for this is a series that has
turned into a grudge match
for both sides in the past few
years and the Garnet would
like nothing better than to
repay the Mules for their little exhibition of last fall.
Colby Heavy Favorite
Colby will nevertheless enter
the contest as a heavy favorite
due to their fine line and their
performance last week against
Maine. Injuries to the Mules
could hinder their attack, however. The loss of Co-Captain
George Roden several weeks ago
has not slowed the attack as expected, but recent injuries to ace
back Bob Nigro and speedy lineman Bill Clough could make a
difference.
Nigeo, Clough Injured
Nigro, the team's leading
ground gainer and an excellent
blocker and tackier, saw only
limited action in the team's 14-6
upset victory over Maine, and
the same may be true against
Bates. Clough, an all-state guard
as a sophomore last year, and an
excellent line backer, received a
head injury last week and is not
expected to see any action this
week. Ralph Lathe, a senior, is
considered a strong replacement
for Clough.
Besides Nigro, the depthladen backfield will most
likely have Kent Davidson at
quarterback, and Wayne Fillback and Bruce Kingdon at
the halfback slots. All three
CONTEST NOTICE
Due to lack of space, we
were unable to print the
contest rules. They can be
found on the ballot box located outside the barbershop
in Chase Hall. Balloting
closes at 10 p.m. Friday.
Students are urged to enter
the third and final contest.

Hotel ELM
CHICKEN - CHOPS

BATES SENIORS taking part in the finale at Waterville Saturday are (1. to r.) Vince DiParties • Banquets - Receptions Gangi, starting end; Dick Barry, reserve end; and Dick LaPointe, starting fullback. Barry
Parking, Mun. Lot Rear Hotel and LaPointe were newcomers to the gridiron this year.

Steaks -

Lobsters

with Davidson passing for
one touchdown and Fillback
scoring the other. Kingdon
was instrumental in setting
up both scores. A healthy
(Continued on page eight)

Bowdoin Game
(Continued on page seven)
a pass to Wylie down the left
sideline and Jim was forced out
on the 10 yard line. After a run
netted two and a pass to Wylie was stopped Davis, rolled out
on a keeper play down to the 2.
But on a fourth and 2 situation
the Bowdoin line held against
Lersch and took over, thus halting the best scoring opportunity
either team had during the entire
game.
The remainder of the game
was played near mid-field as the
mud and rain finally got the better of the two clubs.
Several Backs Hindered
Quarterback Bill Davis accounted for 88 of the Bobcats' 158
yards on the ground, as the
Hatchmen had a sizeable statistical advantage over Nels Corey's
eleven. The yardage gained by
Davis was the most ground any
single Bates runner has made
this year.
Senior fullback Dick Lapointe
suffered a head injury late in the
third quarter and will be a questionable starter in next week's
game against Colby. Webb Harrison, freshman halfback suffered
a hand injury while Dennis
Tourse was sidelined With a
sprained ankle.
Role Of Spoilers
•
The sprinkling of Bobcat rooters who remained to the end of
the game were led by a wellknown tennis player who defied
the lake in front of the stands
to lead the cheering section.
With the Colby victory
over Maine, the Garnet will
be in the role of spoilers
nex Saturday as they seek to
prevent the Mules from
wrapping up their second
straight State Series title.
Bales Bdn
First downs
7
11
Rushing yardage
158 99
Passing yardage
48
54
Passes (comp., tried) 4-11 4-8
Passes intercepted by
1
0
Punts (No., average) 7-28.1 7-32.8
Fumbles lost
2
2
10
Yards penalized
60

Estella Pike
DRESSMAKER
Men's and Women's Alterations
of AU Types
Dresses - Suits,- Gowns • Copies
64 Lisbon St.
ST 2-433S
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Track Notice
CONTEST NO. 3 — NOVEMBER 7

Bates

at Colby .

Bowdoin

at Maine

Name

_

Address

Soccermen

_

Signature

_

Coach Walt Slorenski announces that ihere will be an
important meeting of all candidates for the winter track
squads this afternoon at 5:15.
The meeting will be held in
the Projection Room in the
Alumni Gym.

_
_

(Continued from page seven)
drilling hard all week to upset Colby Saturday and alone
for the defeat suffered at
their hands earlier in the
season.

DUAL FILTER
DOES IT!
It filters as
no single filter can
for mild, full flavor!

Letter To The Editor
To The Sports Editor:
I think that the campus has
more spirit this year for off-campus activities than for various
campus activities as can be
shown by the lack of attendance
at the football rallies and games
this year. A good portion of the
student body has displayed an
apathy to everything except the
"Den" and TV programs.
General Lack Of Support
I am not criticizing just the
people who don't attend the football games. There has been a
lack of support for cross-country,
soccer, the Rob Players, the StuC, the Stu-G, and on and on . . .
It is possible and only natural for
an individual to dislike a number
of things — but not everything.
And this campus does not lack
diversified activities.
At the rally last Friday
night, there were, including
the participants, possibly 200
people in attendance, most of
whom were members of the
freshman class, the sponsors
of the rally. Also I believe
that there were in the neighborhood of 200 tickets sold
for the football game out of a
possible 800 students. And
there was no indication of
rain until 10 a. m., Saturday
morning after it was too late
to buy tickets. Why?
Cramped For Time?
Is it too taxing on the old college spirit to support the members of the different organizations
and teams on campus? It certainly appears that way. Are the students so heavily burdened with
work and their time so restricted
that it is impossible to try out

Cat Tracks

for Winterset, support soccer, the
student government, etc. Are
Bates students any different from
other students across the country? I certainly hope we aren't.
Thanks Small Group
How can you expect anything
worthwhile to come out of your
four years at college if you don't
support these different activities?
The participants wonder if it is
worthwhile to engage in the activities and the so-called supporters do nothing but sink deeper
into their apathetic state, making
matters worse.
In closing, I would like to thank
the small handful of staunch rooters who attended the last two
State Series games, and the
cheerleaders who stand almost
alone trying to help bring success to the Bobcat sports endeavors. It is somewhat gratifying to see that some people do
appreciate our efforts.
Dick Ellis '61

Colby Preview
(Continued from page seven)
Nigro at fullback would
provide Colby with a potent
attack.
Strong At Ends
The Mules must also be rated
strong at the end positions which
are held down by Pete Cavari
and Bob Burke. Cavari was one
of the East's leading pass receivjers last season, while Burke
garnered the winning score this
year against Maine.
Other starters will be Co-Capt.
Dave Fowler (200) guard, tackles Dave Berman (218), Phil
Shea (198), center Gerry Parker.

(Continued from page six)

been hampered by backfield injuries to Frank Vana, Jim
Keenan, Dennis Tourse and Dick LaPointe." Hatch then hit
on a very interesting subject — "Our guys are playing what
they are capable of. Bowdoin should be better with 850 men
to choose from as compared to our 450. In fact, we should
never be the favorite, even against Union. We don't go out
and 'buy' football players. By rights we shouldn't be better —
I think it all comes down to desire." In summing up, Hatch
emphasized the fact that this year's team is a "very peculiar
group. They have a terrific attitude despite the rough going.
Davis, Wylie, Hayes/ Ellis, Flynn, DiGangi, and others have
all given 100%. We don't have a strong team, but no one
has jumped all over us. An upset can be pulled again ..."
All-Maine selections will be published in next week's issue ...
DRY CLEANSING
SERVICE
Tel. 4-7326
Call and Delivery

JEAN'S
Modern Shoe Repair
SHOES REPAIRED
WHILE YOU WAIT
Polishes in All Pastels

INCORPORATED

CLEANSERS & FlA-ui...o

College Agent, Diane Pannier

HERE'S HOW THE DUAL FILTER DOES IT:
1. It combines a unique inner filter of ACTIVATED CHARCOAL...definitely proved to make the smoke of a cigarette mild and smooth...
2. with an efficient pure white outer filter. Together they bring you the
real thing in mildness and fine tobacco taste!

NEW
DUAL
FILTER

Laces in All Popular Lengths
and Colors
Park & Main Sts.

4-7621

Luiggi's Pizzeria
— Features —

Italian Sandwiches - Pizza - Spaghetti
To Eat Here and to Take Out
Telephone 2-0701
Corner Horton and Sabatlus Streets
DELIVERY SERVICE FOR ORDERS OF $3.00 OR MORE
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